PRESS RELEASE

Name Change . Mission Remains
Cosmo Hotel Mongkok To Be Renamed
Dorsett Mongkok, Hong Kong on October 11, 2013
Taking hospitality to a whole new height by offering travellers an unrivalled contemporary
stay experience with Asian-inspired courteous hospitality

(Hong Kong, November 08, 2013) Award-winning contemporary city hotel - Cosmo Hotel Mongkok will be
renamed Dorsett Mongkok, Hong Kong on October 11, 2013. The rename will mark a new milestone for
the hotel as it officially becomes the latest addition to Dorsett Hospitality International’s successful
portfolio of hotels under Dorsett Hotels & Resorts brand.
Dorsett Mongkok, Hong Kong is one of the few certified green hotels in Hong Kong that implements 100%
smoke-free policy within its property, and is also a winner of Tripadvisor’s Certificate of Excellence for two
consecutive years since 2012 - a prestigious industry accolade that proves its popularity among the
travellers around the world.
Ms. Anita Chan, the General Manager of Dorsett Mongkok, Hong Kong, remarks on the hotel’s rename,
“We take pride in being a certified excellent hotel by world-renowned traveller review website. While our
excellence is bespoke, we believe the inclusion of us into the Dorsett Hotels & Resorts brand will further
solidify our advantage in this edge as Dorsett is committed in offering quality accommodation at excellent
value and unique experience. To travellers, the name change is an assurance of a “Dorsett-style” of
superior service. To us, it represents a further spur of our brand presence globally.”

Dorsett Mongkok, Hong Kong is situated amidst the dynamic neighbourhoods of Tai Kok Tsui and Mongkok
where local activities are brimful. The surroundings of the hotel feature an interesting mix of local and
International charms, making it an ideal rendezvous for one to soak up the local cultures. With 4-min walk
to the Olympic MTR station, and 15-min walk to some of the local most popular bazaars like Ladies Market,
Fa Yuen Street and Temple Street, Dorsett Mongkok, Hong Kong, is literally located in the middle of
everywhere.
The hotel has been serving travellers since 2010. It has been well-accepted by discerning travellers for its
thoughtful innovations that never failed to enrich and enhance one’s stay experience. Topping the guests’
favourite list is the 100% smoke-free and modishly designed 285 rooms and suites that equipped with a
series of considered amenities. The hotel has also gone the extra mile to ensure guests a memorable and
productive stay with its flexible 24-hour check-in/out programme. This programme allows guests who
book through the hotel website www.mongkok.dorsetthotels.com to enjoy a full 24-hour stay in the hotel
at no extra cost.
Other thoughtful services that make staying at Dorsett Mongkok, Hong Kong as comfortable as being at
home are the available of 11 types of quality pillows, 300 thread-count bedding amenities, 100MB internet
in room and complimentary internet access in public areas, as well as complimentary shuttle bus services
that travel to and fro a number of tourist destinations.
“We would like to describe Dorsett Mongkok, Hong Kong as a mid-scale contemporary city hotel in Hong
Kong with Asian-inspired courteous hospitality. This forms the fundamental of our service philosophy as
we aim to establish the property as a preferred hotel for both the leisure and business travellers seeking
comfortable accommodation that feels like home in an eclectic neighbourhood,” says Ms. Chan.
The hotel’s 285 rooms and suites are all meticulously designed for guests’ utmost comfort and
convenience while on the road, with five room types available - Room Comfort, Room Superior, Room
Executive, Room Family Quad, Suite Premier. Other recreational facilities available to all travellers include
24-hour gym room, 24-hour Concierge service, Dorsett Lounge for travellers who stays in the Room
Executive, foreign currency exchange and Thai restaurant.
-End-

About Dorsett Mongkok, Hong Kong
Dorsett Mongkok, Hong Kong is located between Mongkok and Tai Kok Tsui districts – Hong Kong’s most
celebrated jumble for the new/old, east/west and a place heavily soaked in local heritage that goes along
with global glam. Opened in mid of 2010 (previously known as Cosmo Hotel Mongkok), this 100% in-door
smoke-free, mid-scale cotemporary city hotel in Hong Kong offers 285 rooms including 20 suites. Specially
designed Room Comfort, Room Superior, Room Executive, Room Family Quad, Suite Premier are all
presented with modish décor and functional design making them most well-appointed for any kind of stay.
The hotel’s dramatic double-height entrance and huge chandelier begin a chapter filled with the warmest
welcome and most attentive care. A mere 4-minute walk to Olympic Station, the hotel is also a 10-minute
walk to Mongkok MTR station and an easy 30-minute drive from Hong Kong International Airport. Famous
local markets and world-class shopping malls are found both close by. The Thai restaurant Thai Pad is a
place to savour Thai cuisine in its authenticity. For your information on Dorsett Mongkok, Hong Kong, visit:
www.mongkok.dorsetthotels.com

About Dorsett Hospitality International
Dorsett Hospitality International (HKEx Stock Code 2266, is a spin-off from Far East Consortium Limited.
With three brands under its umbrella ….the upscale and midscale Dorsett Hotels & Resorts and
d.Collection comprising a range of charismatic boutique hotels; and the value-led Silka Hotels; the group
currently owns and manages 19 hotels in China, Hong Kong, Singapore and Malaysia; with six more
opening within the next two years in China, Hong Kong and United Kingdom. For more information on
Dorsett Hospitality International, visit: www.dorsett.com
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